
INTELLIGENT 691 

Chapter 691 - 691: Expressing Her Gratefulness. 

However, happiness was not long. Qin Xia glared sharply to Ji Suk Ye. Ji Suk Ye felt that she was having 

trouble to breathe. It felt the same as she was facing Yu Qi before. 

"You are a disgusting woman." Qin Xia narrowed his eyes. "Do you think I just get to know Yu Qi here?" 

Ji Suk Ye panicked. She did not expect that they knew each other for a long time ago. 

"Do you think I do not know that she already has her boyfriend?" Qin Xia asked in a mocking tone. 

"I have known her for a long time ago. I know her character. Never rely on others to success. And you 

say she seduces men to success. What a joke." Qin Xia smirked. 

"Because of someone like you before, she has died once. I will never let that happen again. This time, I 

will protect her happiness." Qin Xia declared.  

Ji Suk Ye already fell on the ground. Her plan failed. 

"Min Liang, throw her outside. Never let her step into this building anymore. If she comes again, dispose 

of her." Qin Xia made the gesture crossing his thumb to his neck, meaning 'kill her'. He did not want to 

waste his time anymore with Ji Suk Ye. 

"Yes, Sir." Min Liang quickly asked someone to throw the girl outside. 

Min Liang actually did not understand what his boss meant. 'She has died once? Who? Miss Tang? She is 

still alive.' He wanted to ask his boss. But he was scared. 

Qin Xia rarely got angry. If he was angry, it was quite dangerous. He might kill someone. Even though he 

always glared to Min Liang but he did not have the aura that he had right now. 

Qin Xia sat at his table still had the murderous aura around him. Min Liang gulped. He did not want to 

enter the room but he still needed to go in. Qin Xia still had a meeting to go. 

"Mr. Qin, you have a meeting at 3 p.m. today." Min Liang informed Qin Xia as he checked the schedule. 

"Cancel it." Qin Xia said. 

Min Liang was silent for a second and then he replied. "Okay, Mr. Qin." He left the room. 

.... 

"Senior Brother Xia, look at this. My new weapon." Yue came to his courtyard showing off her new 

weapon. 

Qin Xia turned around that saw a girl in the light blue dress holding a fan. The fan looked like a normal 

fan. 

"What's special about it?" Qin Xia asked. He just finished practising his sword. 



Yue opened her fan and swing the fan to a tree. Then a tree seemed to melt away. She then turned back 

to Qin Xia and put an arrogant expression on her face.Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better 

experience, Please click #._51492530784627698 for visiting. 

"Look. Amazing right?" Yue smirked. 

"Hmm... Amazing." Qin Xia nodded. 

Indeed, amazing. His junior sister made a simple fan, a dangerous weapon ever. 

"He he he... I'm a genius." Yue laughed. 

"I know." Qin Xia patted Yue's head. 

... 

"Yue, I have already found you. I will make sure you are safe." Qin Xia vowed. 

.... 

"Can I meet with Doctor Tang?" A woman asked at the registration counter. 

"Doctor Tang?" The nurse made the double confirmation. 

"Yes. I think her full name is Tang Yu... Something like that." The woman said. 

"Doctor Tang? Tang Yu..." The nurse thought about that. 

Then she was interrupted by her friend. "Doctor Tang Yu Qi. The intern." 

"Oh, right. I will check where is she right now." The nurse said to the woman. 

"Thank you." The woman politely said thanking the nurse. 

"I hope she is here. I will like to express the gratefulness to her since she has saved my life before." The 

woman said to the man that came with her. 

"Don't worry, Su Yan. We will meet her soon." The man said. 

Yeah, the woman was Xian Su Yan, the woman whom Yu Qi?the emergency treatment at the mountain. 

And the man was Lu Tangxiao. 

They came to meet Yu Qi. After Xian Su Yan's condition had improved. Her family came and transferred 

her to the hospital where her family stayed. So, she did not meet Yu Qi. 

After she had fully healed, Lu Tangxiao told the whole story how Yu Qi had saved her life. Without Yu Qi, 

she would probably have already died right now. 

Xian Su Yan told that she wanted to meet Yu Qi. However, she was a student as well as Lu Tangxiao. So, 

they could not meet with Yu Qi until now. 

"Miss, I have been informed that Doctor Tang is at the Obstetrics and Gynecology department. You can 

look at the map over there to know where the department is." The nurse called Xian Su Yan and Lu 

Tangxiao and told them about Yu Qi. 



"I see. Thank, Miss Nurse. Have a good day." Xian Su Yan thanked the nurse. 

Both of them went to see the map mentioned by the nurse just now. So, the department was not too 

far. They would arrive in 10 minutes walk. 

So, they went to the department. Like before, she asked the registration about Yu Qi's whereabout. The 

nurse checked and informed them that Yu Qi was currently in the operation theatre. Probably would 

come out in one hour later if not problem happened in the surgery theatre. 

When Xian Su Yan and Lu Tangxiao heard this, they took the decision to wait for Yu Qi at the cafe. They 

asked the nurse to inform Yu Qi about them. 

Chapter 692 - 692: He Will Do His Job And I will Do My Job 

Yu Qi just came out from the surgery theatre. It was a normal caesar operation. The mother did not have 

energy to delivery since she was giving birth to a pair of twins. 

The babies were very cute. Making her feel like she, herself wanted to have her own baby. Yeah, her 

baby with Long Hui must be a cute one. Her face blushed as she was thinking about that. 

"Doctor Tang, what is wrong with you? Fever?" The nurse asked when she noticed the bashfulness on Yu 

Qi's face. 

"Oh, nothing." Yu Qi quickly waved her hands and shook her head. 'What am I thinking?' 

"By the way, Doctor Tang, there are some people who want to meet you." The nurse informed Yu Qi. 

"Some people?" Yu Qi tilted her head. She did not want an appointment with anyone. Not with the 

patient. 

"A young man and woman. They are waiting for you at the cafe." The nurse told Yu Qi more. 

"I see. Thank you, Nurse Lian. I will go first." Yu Qi thanked the nurse. 

Yu Qi then walked to the cafe while thinking about the people. She looked around to see whether she 

knew the people that wanted to meet her. In a few second, someone called her name. 

"Miss Tang." It was a man's voice. 

She turned around and looked at the man. Yu Qi remembered this man. His name was Lu Tangxiao. Next 

to him was the girl that she gave the emergency treatment before, Xian Su Yan. 

"Mr Lu and you are Miss Xian Su Yan." Yu Qi greeted them. 

"You are really look like a doctor when you are wearing a white coat like this." Lu Tangxiao said. 

Xian Su Yan slapped Lu Tangxiao's back. "It is rude to give such a comment. Ms. Tang... It should be 

Doctor Tang. I'm here to invite you for the dinner as thank you for saving my life. I have been told by the 

doctors, without your emergency treatment, I probably would've not survived." 

"Ms. Tang... I mean Doctor Tang, I don't mean in a bad way. Its just... you look somehow too beautiful 

that I have not thought that you are a doctor." Lu Tangxiao scratched his back head. 



Yu Qi chuckled. "Well... Well... Well... Thank you for your compliment." 

"So, are you free tonight?" Xian Su Yan asked. 

Yu Qi checked her schedule. It was free. "I'm free tonight." 

"Then, let's meet at Skymoon Hotel." Xian Su Yan said. 

"Okay." Yu Qi nodded. 

Skymoon Hotel was the hotel where she went to eat dinner with Qin Xia. She knew that Skymoon Hotel 

was owned by Qin Xia. 

"Well, then, we will excuse ourselves first. We would not take your time anymore." Xian Su Yan excused 

themselves. 

Lu Tangxiao nodded to Yu Qi. They left the Yu Qi. Then Yu Qi returned to her work. 

... 

Entering the hotel, Yu Qi went straight to the restaurant. The waiter asked whether she had already 

booked or not. 

Yu Qi was unsure whether Xian Su Yan or Lu Tangxiao booked the table or not. 

When she was thinking, someone called her name. 

"Doctor Tang." 

It was Xian Su Yan and Lu Tangxiao. Followed behind them, there were some people that she did not 

know. 

"She is with us. We have booked a private room under Xian's name." Xian Su Yan said to the waiter. 

"This way, please." The waiter led the way. 

They followed the waiter and entered a room. 

Together with Xian Su Yan and Lu Tangxiao, there were about the other four people. Two men and two 

women. They were in the middle aged. Yu Qu assumed that they were the parent of Xian Su Yan and Lu 

Tangxiao since there was some similarity between them. n--0𝔳𝑬𝓵𝐛1n 

They took their seats. After ordering what they wanted to eat, Xian Su Yan started to introduce them to 

Yu Qi. 

"Doctor Tang, they are my parents, Xian Song Yin and Duan Qi Qi. Over there are Lu Tangxiao's parents, 

Uncle Lu Chong Be and Auntie Wen Nie." Xian Su Yan said. 

"Hello Mr Xian, Mrs Xian, Mr Lu and Mrs Lu." Yu Qi greeted them. 

"No need to be so formal here, Doctor Tang. You can just call us Auntie and Uncle." Wen Nie said. 

"That's right. You are my daughter's saviour after all." Duan Qi Qi also agreed with that. 

"Then, no need for you to call me, Doctor. Just call me Yu Qi." Yu Qi said. 



"Yu Qi, thank you for saving my beloved daughter." Duan Qi Qi said expressing a deep thank to Yu Qi. 

"I have just done what I have to do." Yu Qi did not think much about that incident. 

Duan Qi Qi, Wei Nie and Xian Su Yan talked to Yu Qi about many things. Yu Qi got to know that Xian Su 

Yan and Lu Tangxiao were already engaged with each other since they were children. 

Duan Qi Qi also asked Yu Qi whether she already had a boyfriend or not. 

"I already have a boyfriend." Yu Qi smiled. 

Duan Qi Qi could not help but get disappointed. Such a good girl. She wanted to introduce her to her 

nephew if Yu Qi did not have a boyfriend yet. 

"Oh, is he also a doctor?" Wen Nie asked. 

"No, he is a soldier." Yu Qi shook her head. 

"Soldier. A good job indeed." Wen Nie gave her thumbs up. 

"But he is not always with you." Duan Qi Qi sighed. 

"It is true. But it is the same as mine. I am usually busy with the patients. He will do his job and I will do 

my job." Yu Qi knew about that. About Long Hui could not stay with her every time. But she was also the 

same. 

Chapter 693 - 693: Still Don't Give Up 

"Miss Tang, may I know is your family, the Tang family in FINN City?" Xian Song Yi asked out of sudden. 

Yu Qi was stunned. She did not expect someone would know Tang Family. Even though she was 

currently hiding her identity right now, these people were not from the Guanying Hospital. She did not 

mind telling them. However if someday, people from Guanying Hospital got wind about her identity, she 

would not deny it. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Dad? What? Do you know Yu Qi?" Xian Su Yan asked. 

"I have met them once. They are all doctors, Tang Family." Xian Song Yi said. 

"Tang Family? What? You mean that Tang Family?" Lu Chong Be was shocked. 

"Yeah. That Tangs." Xian Song Yi nodded. 

"Dad, what is this? Can you tell us?" Xian Su Yan was annoyed as she heard her father was talking in 

riddles. 

"This girl is the granddaughter of the legendary doctor, Tang Jiang Man." Lu Chong Be explained to 

them. 

Others were shocked. All eyes were on Yu Qi. 

"Really? You are the one?" Duan Qi Qi asked. 



"Yes. I am but just an adopted granddaughter." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Adopted or not, you are related to him." Duan Qi Qi was excited. 

"Then, if you are his granddaughter, meaning the boyfriend that you have mentioned just now is Colonel 

Long, grandson of the Great General Long?" Wen Nie asked in shock. 

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded. 

Everyone could not brain the thing out. 'Is there something shocked about it?' Yu Qi thought. 

'Master, I think you are his girlfriend is the shocking matter to them. Because everyone can not believe 

that man has a girlfriend.' Bo Ya said through the telepathy. 

'Oh...' Yu Qi understood. 

"Yu Qi is my saviour, there is no doubt about that." Xian Su Yan talked. 

The dinner ended. Both of the family extended their business cards to Yu Qi. Xian Family was involved in 

the delivery services in and out of the nation while the Lu Family was in the construction line. Even 

though it was not as large as Feng Cooperation. 

Yu Qi saw Xian Family as an opportunity in doing business with them. She did plan to sell her Qi Qi 

Skincare Brand in another countries. 'Money... Money...' She would rely on Su Yu Hi about this idea. 

In the space, both of her cuties looked at each other. Yu Qi's thought about money could be heard. 

"Hey, Master seems to like money recently. What do you think?" Aoi asked. 

"Of course, she does. Because you seem to eat more recently. Master must think she needs to gather 

more money to feed you." Bo Ya smirked. 

"Hey, you also eat a lot. Not me only okay." Aoi argued. 

"But better our master thinks about money, not the man." Bo Ya rolled his eyes when thinking about a 

certain man who shamelessly converted their master's time. 

.... n)/0𝗏𝓔𝓵𝑩1n 

Ji Suk Ye became more and more restless after the hearing for her uncle's case was nearing. She needed 

help. But everyone who were usually close to her uncle did not want to help her and her uncle. 

Ji Suk Ye's auntie was a typical housewife who solely depended on her husband. At this time, she just 

knew how to cry. She asked her friends but like her husband's friends, they backed off saying that they 

did not want to get involved with them anymore. That really saddened Ji Suk Ye's auntie. 

She ended up spending her time crying at the house. When Ji Suk Ye came back home from work, she 

felt stressed as her auntie came and talked to her how she should help her uncle since her uncle already 

took a good care of her when she was little. 

Ji Suk Ye did want to help her uncle but Ji Suk Ye's suggestion to help her uncle was disgusting. Her 

auntie suggested that she could accompany the old man that had some money in his pocket. 



Even though Ji Suk Ye wanted to get rich but she also wanted to choose someone who was decent. Not 

an old man with a fat belly. That was disgusting. 

Ji Suk Ye once again set her eyes on Qin Xia. She needed to try once more. Who knew this time, she 

could draw the attention of Qin Xia.?Find authorized novels in , faster updates, better experience, 

Please click #’t-give-up_51602015138143860 for visiting. 

She was still delusional as she thought that after she got Qin Xia, she would get rid of Yu Qi. That poor 

bitch would go to hell. 

This time, she wanted to meet him at his own house. However, she did not know where was Qin Xia's 

house. In order to know about that, Ji Suk Ye went to Qin Xia's company first. She would wait for Qin Xia 

to return home and she would follow him from the back. 

At 9 p.m. she finally saw that Qin Xia had walked out from the building. His usual assistant was not with 

him. He was alone as he walked to his car and entered his car. His car started to move. 

Ji Suk Ye started to follow Qin Xia's car. She did not notice that Qin Xia's car headed towards the non-

habitat place. Qin Xia stopped his car. Ji Suk Ye did the same. 

Ji Suk Ye saw Qin Xia came out from the car. Ji Suk Ye thought that it was her chance. She quickly came 

out from her car too. She saw Qin Xia was leaning against his car. 

Chapter 694 - 694: Quick Death 

"Mr. Qin, what are you doing here?" Ji Suk Ye asked in the shy tone. 

She forgot that Qin Xia had told her to get lost once. 

"Waiting for you to come out." Qin Xia said. 

Ji Suk Ye felt excited. She thought Qin Xia meant something when he said something like that. 

"Waiting for you to come out and waiting to see for your intention of following me." Qin Xia faced Ji Suk 

Ye. 

Ji Suk Ye was feeling shy. "Mr. Qin, I..." 

"Have you forgotten that I have said if I see you again, I will get rid of you?" Qin Xia's words made Ji Suk 

Ye look at him. 

Ji Suk Ye stepped backwards when she saw the expression on Qin Xia's face right now. She did not know 

how to describe it but it scared her. 

"I have told you, remember?" Qin Xia stepped forward closing the distance between him and Ji Suk Ye. 

"Mr. Qin, I just want..." Ji Suk Ye wanted to say something but Qin Xia cut her sentences. 

"You know what... I think I'm a kind person. But if someone gladly offers their heads to me to cut it, I 

don't mind to do it." Qin Xia smiled as he was narrowing his eyes. 



His behaviour right now was the same as Yu Qi met him for the first time. When Yu Qi first met with 

him, he just wanted to fight someone with the knife. This time, he did not have a knife on his hand but 

his intense aura spread around the place. 

"Mr. Qin... I..." Ji Suk Ye still wanted to slowly talk with him. 

"You know what, she has been framed for something that she has not even done it. Just because she is 

beautiful and good at everything, she has been isolated. Just because she can do something impossible, 

she is treated differently." Qin Xia started to talk. 

Ji Suk Ye did no understand who Qin Xia meant by 'she'. But she knew that Qin Xia felt something strong 

toward the girl. ' Does he mean Tang Yu Qi?' 

"Then she has been killed because of them. Because she has done something impossible at that time." 

Qin Xia clenched his fists as he remembered the cold body on that ground. 

The scene that he never forgot all this time. He was late to save her. He just could hold her cold body 

after her death. 

When Ji Suk Ye heard that, she realized the 'she' that Qin Xia was talking about was not Yu Qi. 'She' had 

died. So, it was not Yu Qi. When she was thinking, she did not realize that Qin Xia was already in front of 

him. 

"People like you have killed her. Now the same kind of you want to kill her again?" Qin Xia snorted. "I 

will not allow it." He gripped Ji Suk Ye's neck and pulled her up. 

Ji Suk Ye's opened widely. She felt choked as Qin Xia pulled her up until her legs could not reach the 

ground anymore. 

"I will leave you alone and wait for her to deal with you personally but you want to use me to hurt her. 

That is something that I will never allow it." Qin Xia still held Ji Suk Ye's up. 

His grip was not too weak and not too strong. But still, Ji Suk Ye could not escape Qin Xia's grip. 

"No... No... No... Please... Ha...ve... Mer...cy on me..." Ji Suk Ye was struggling to say one sentence. 

"Don't worry. Someone will find you later." Qin Xia smiled so devilish. 

Ji Suk Ye felt her breath became short and shorter. Suddenly Qin Xia released Ji Suk Ye. Ji Suk Ye fell on 

the ground tried to catch up her breath. She even coughed. 

'Run.' Ji Suk Ye screamed in her head. This man was dangerous. She needed to run away right now to 

escape from this man right now. She tried to stand after catching her breath. She ran to her car. 

Qin Xia was standing there watching Ji Suk Ye ran away and did nothing. Ji Suk Ye could see the cold 

smile on his lips right now. She tried to start her car but it was not working. She tried once again. 

"F.u.c.k! Come on." Ji Suk Ye could not help to curse. n/)𝗼--𝐕-(𝐞)(𝗅)-𝒷//1./n 

On her fourth try, the damn car finally worked. She stepped on the pedal hardly in order to get away 

from this place. However, something shocking happened to her. 



"Where are you going? Don't you want to talk to me? Why are you running away?" 

Ji Suk Ye heard the voice right behind her. It was Qin Xia's voice. Meaning he was right behind me. She 

did not look behind. 

'When did he come into the car? Why I did not realise it?' 

Ji Suk Ye was still driving at the high speed. When she heard the voice, her leg pressed the pedal harder 

because she was so shocked. So, the car speeded up. 

The road was in the remote area and it was a mountain road. So, it was a dangerous road that if she 

came out from the road, she ended up falling down. 

And she did. She could not slow down on the turn and go straight crashing the road barrier. She 

screamed loudly as she went down there. Her car crashed into the thick tree. 

Because she did not wear the seatbelt just now, her body thrown out from the front mirror and fell onto 

several trees before landing on the ground. She had already lost her life there. 

Qin Xia was standing where Ji Suk Ye's car went down. He smirked. "I have told you that I will give a 

quick death to you. There you go." 

Chapter 695 - 695: Ji Suk Ye's Funeral 

Yu Qi finally finished her morning routine. It was a little bit late since she had covered Ji Suk Ye's patients 

as well. Ji Suk Ye did not appear in the morning meeting, so, the first year residents needed to cover for 

her patients too. 

In the evening, they were shocked by the news of Ji Suk Ye's death. Ji Suk Ye was a famous person too if 

compared to Yu Qi. She became popular recently since Ji Tein Tei's case. She was known as an arrogant 

first year resident before that. So, the staff in the hospital pretty much knew her. 

Ji Suk Ye was found dead at the mountain road. Her car was plunged into the gorge and got stuck up to 

the tree while her body was thrown outside the car. 

She was found when one of the delivery truck passed by the road and saw the broken road barrier. He 

assumed someone had hit it and fell down. So, he called the police to investigate. His assumption 

became true when the police found a car stuck into the tree. 

However, there were no people in the car. So, police expanded their search area down there. One 

woman was found with multiple bruises on her body. The first assumption that the police made was she 

got the bruises when she was thrown outside the car, hit the trees before fell down there. 

Ji Suk Ye was brought to the Guanying Hospital forensic department for autopsy. Two hours later, the 

autopsy had done. Her broken rib had stabbed into her lungs and heart during the fall. There were 

broken bones of her leg and hands. And also her head had received getting the injuries. 

Ji Suk Ye's family was gathered in the hospital. Her aunt and also her parents. The parents and her little 

brother were shocked when her aunt called and informed about Ji Suk Ye's death. 



Ji Suk Ye's body had been cremated as her report autopsy had been sent to the police. It was her 

family's wishes. They had a small funeral held. 

Yu Qi also went to the funeral. To be honest, there were sometimes that she did not like Ji Suk Ye but 

she never thought that she would die this quickly. She sighed. 

Yu Qi went to meet Ji Suk Ye's family. She greeted them. 

"You bitch, what are you doing here?" Ji Suk Ye's auntie shouted at Yu Qi. 

"Meimei, watch out your mouth." Ji Suk Ye's mother looked at Ji Suk Ye's auntie. 

"Sister, she must be the reason why Suk Ye has died." Ji Suk Ye's auntie pointed to Yu Qi. 

Ji Suk Ye's mother frowned. "My daughter has died in a car accident. You must have some episodes with 

this young girl but you can't say something like that to others." She was not stupid. 

Ji Suk Ye's mother knew his daughter even though she had only spent some time with her daughter. Her 

daughter had led herself into ashes after she started living with her brother and sister in law. 

"Miss Tang, don't worry. It is already her time to be called by God." Ji Suk Ye's mother said. 

Yu Qi nodded and left the funeral. 

... 

Month by month passed. Yu Qi and other first year residents jumped to different departments already. 

The Emergency Department, intensive care department, and internal medicine department. The last 

department that they still not come across yet was the surgery department. 

It was the department that Yu Qi had been waiting for. She had aimed to be a surgeon. During the past 

few months, Yu Qi had already entered multiple surgeries when in the other departments. She was 

familiar with the situation in the surgery theatre. 

Sometimes Yu Qi helped in the last part of the surgery which was the stitching. The doctors had seen her 

stitching and praised her work. Nice and precise. 

In this department, it was not strange if they had surgery every day. Yu Qi and others could enter the 

surgeries with the head surgeon's permission. 

Busy with her career, Yu Qi did not forget about her business. Yu Qi received the emails from Su Yu Hi 

about business's update. As Yu Qi wanted, the Qi Qi Skincare Brand would be exported to other 

countries. 

Yu Qi asked Su Yu Hi to cooperate with Xian Family Delivery Services Company. After a few meeting, the 

cooperation was successfully achieved. 

Xian Family was surprised when Qi Qi Skincare Brand extended their hand to Xian Family expressing the 

feeling to cooperate with them since Qi Qi Skincare Brand had already become the leading in the 

skincare industries. 



Su Yu Hi just informed that his boss was interested to cooperate with Xian Family. He did not say 

anything about Yu Qi. 

As for Ji Tein Lei, he faced multiple charges on him. Bribing, money laundering, s.e.x.u.a.l harassment as 

well as Yu Qi's sue. Many pieces of evidence were presented in front of the judge. With that kind of 

evidence, it was pretty sure that Ji Tein Lei would end up many years in the jail. 

Ji Tein Lei's wife could not maintain her life as the police confiscated their house and their money in the 

bank. As for the result, she went to the Ji Suk Ye's parents to stay with them.Find authorized novels in , 

faster updates, better experience, Please click #’s-funeral_51602024801820421 for visiting. 

Ji Suk Ye's parents did not mind her stay with them. However, she needed to work as well since even Ji 

Suk Ye's mother worked too to support their current expenses. If Ji Suk Ye's auntie wanted to stay, she 

needed to work as well. 

Ji Suk Ye's auntie came from a well family. Even though her family was not rich, but she could get 

everything from her parents even after she had gotten married to Ji Tein Lei, she got everything 

prepared for her. So when she was told to do work, she protested. 

Ji Suk Ye's parents said that she needed to get out from their house if she did not want to work. Afraid 

that she would be thrown out, she went to work. 

It all happened because Ji Tein Lei had decided to trouble Yu Qi. If he did not do something like that, 

they might still be enjoying their former life. 

Chapter 696 - 696: The Fake Product. 

"What? A fake product?" Yu Qi narrowed her eyes as she listened to Su Yu Hi's report. 

Su Yu Hi came to meet Yu Qi at Guanying Hospital to report about this matter. 

"Yes. Fake products. Some of the people outside there are using our brand name to sell their products. 

And that product has given negative effects on the user. Then the user has given the bad review on our 

products by saying we are selling a bad product to the customers." Su Yu Hi explained furthermore. 

"You mean many of them saying something like that?" Yu Qi inquired more. 

"Yes." Su Yu Hi nodded. 

Yu Qi sighed. "It is troublesome. Even though Qi Qi Brand is still new, we are rapidly growing. It bounds 

to invite some haters." 

"That's true." Su Yu Hi agreed. 

The second Yu Qi heard the news, she knew that someone who was in the skincare business must have 

done something to damage the reputation of Qi Qi. 

Qi Qi was too popular now, and many peers were jealous of it. Given the fame of Qi Qi now, only third-

tier skincare brands would feel threatened. 

The ingredients in the products especially the herbs had been watered by lake water from her space. 

Lake water was special water that had the power that enhanced the effect of the herbs. 



And the herbs that they used, even combined the herbs together, without using her lake water had no 

negative effect on the human. She knew that because she already had her research team to do some 

experiment using two products. One using the herbs that watered by her lake water, while another one 

using the herbs that watered by the normal water. 

The result clearly showed the difference. The efficiency of the product on the human skin, no doubt that 

the herbs using her lake water was the winner. The time that it affected the skin also being considered. 

She did not say that another one was bad but the herbs that watered by her lake water was the best 

one. Both of them were good. So, there should no negative effect as the users mentioned to the public. 

However, without any proof, she could not jump to the conclusion. n)-0𝓋𝔢𝑙𝐛In 

"Here is the sample of the fake product that we are talking about. I have only managed to obtain one of 

them. The moisturizer. Here, look at them." Su Yu Hi brought out the fake product. 

"How do you get the hand on it?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Well, I have disguised as one of the customers that wanted to buy the product. It is easy because they 

just sell them online, not in-store. I have paid for it and they will deliver it straight to the address that we 

have used it." Su Yu Hi grinned. 

"Is that so?" Yu Qi also grinned. 

Yu Qi took the moisturizer and looked at it. She looked at the certain part of the printed label on the 

moisturizer. The grin on her face became more and bigger. 

"Look at this." Yu Qi pointed to the part that she had been looked for. 

"You have noticed it too, right?" Su Yu Hi also pointed out the part. 

"The watermark." Yu Qi said it. 

All the packages of Qi Qi's products carried a light watermark, but those of the fake Qi Qi's products did 

not, which wasn't very noticeable. The design and package were Yu Qi, Su Yu Hi and Song Tai's idea. 

Even though they might look the same at first glance, people who were familiar with real Qi Qi could 

easily tell the differences. 

Other than the watermark, there were also several other differences between the real and fake Qi Qi. 

Those who had bought fake Qi Qi probably weren't aware of what the packages of real Qi Qi looked like, 

so they were deceived. It was not an uncommon thing to see fake famous brands now. 

Therefore Yu Qi needed to find out the mastermind that using her brand name for clear Qi Qi's name. 

Those who bought and used the real Qi Qi skincare defended it because their skin was improved and 

even better. Many of the users of the real Qi Qi's products believed that the products were very 

effective. No one would criticize Qi Qi skincare after using its products. 

However, those who had never tried Qi Qi's products before were affected by the criticisms levelled at 

it. Many people joined those who were criticizing Qi Qi on the Internet. 



"I will have Shiro to do some investigation on those posts to see whether they have been bought by the 

fake Qi Qi's products or if they are hired by our business enemies." Yu Qi said to Su Yu Hi.Find authorized 

novels in , faster updates, better experience, Please click #._51707475912617749 for visiting. 

Su Yu Hi nodded. Even though Yu Qi never tell Su Yu Hi who Shiro was but he could guess it. 

She quickly sent a message to Han Baixe about this matter. Han Baixe quickly replied that he would send 

her the email if he found something. 

"For now, we need to deal with the public first. We must not appear aggressive but aggressively act to 

deal with it." Yu Qi said. 

"Any idea?" Su Yu Hi asked. 

Yu Qi smiled as she thought about the idea. Yu Qi explained the method that she wanted to use to Su Yu 

Hi. 

Su Yu Hi nodded as he listened to Yu Qi's idea. It was a simple method but a powerful one. That could 

clear the brand name. 

Chapter 697 - 697: Announcement 

On the next day, when Yu Qi opened the homepage of Qi Qi Skincare, she smiled as she read it. There 

was an announcement notice on it. 

"There have been several customers?who have reported that their skin has been damaged after using 

our Qi Qi Skincare. Therefore after some investigation, we have found out that they have bought the 

fake Qi Qi Skincare. 

Our Qi Qi Skincare has undergone several tests with the Health Ministry. The Health Ministry report has 

proved that our Qi Qi Skincare is safe and can be used by the humans. 

According to the Trademark Law and Market Competition Law, we'll use our right to sue the producer(s) 

of fake Qi Qi. 

Anyone who still believes that their skin has been damaged by our Qi Qi Skincare, please come to our 

office and bring us the invoice or bill saying that you have been brought our Qi Qi Skincare. We will 

protect your interests and our rights." 

There were pictures attached down below. The real Qi Qi and the fake Qi Qi. There was also a link to the 

Health Ministry about the tests that Qi Qi had undergone. 

In the link, it was clearly stated that ingredients or the herbs used in the Qi Qi's products were safe. 

The Health Ministry had also mentioned that they also had investigated the matter on their side. If the 

Qi Qi was found guilty of selling the goods that harmed people, they would impose a fine on Qi Qi. 

"Oh, Doctor Tang, you also read them." One of the nurses said to Yu Qi as she caught Yu Qi read the 

announcement notice on Qi Qi's homepage. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. Then she asked. "You use this skincare too?" 



"Of course I am. I really like to use Qi Qi Skincare. Actually, my skin has been pretty rough. Having dark 

circles around my eyes is a normal thing. I have been having breakouts too often. My cousin has told me 

about this Qi Qi Skincare products. n.)𝕠)(𝒱/)𝐞-.𝗅./𝐛.-1))n 

At first, I don't believe it. I have tried too many products it is its still not working out. My cousin has told 

me that I should try them first. She has even said that she will pay back the money if the products do not 

work on me. 

So, I have tried my luck and bought the products. One set of products. That time, I have cried in my 

heart since the products are a bit expensive. 

Then, after, hmm... About one week I have tried the product, my face has started to change. It has 

become smooth. The dark circle around my eyes have disappeared. And after using products, I do not 

breakout once." The nurse excitedly told her story. 

"No wonder your skin looks fresh." Her friend commented. "Qi Qi Skincare... I think I will try them later." 

"I am also using the Qi Qi Skincare." Another nurse added. 

"Doctor Tang, you also use the Qi Qi Skincare?" 

Yu Qi nodded. 

"See, Doctor Tang also uses the Qi Qi Skincare. That is why Doctor Tang's face looks so fresh even 

though she is very busy." The first nurse commented on Yu Qi's skin. "I am glad that my cousin has 

recommended Qi Qi to me. Otherwise, my skin will look the same as before." 

"Right, even my boyfriend has commented on my skin. He has told me that I look more beautiful." The 

nurse giggled. 

"So, when they have made up the story saying the Qi Qi has damaged their skin, I do not believe it." The 

nurse said. 

"However, there is one problem." One of the nurses sighed. 

"Huh? What is the problem?" Yu Qi needed to know so, she could fix it. 

"There is no nearby store here." She said. 

"You can buy it directly from their online store." Yu Qi mentioned it. 

"I know but I still like to go and walk around the store while looking and choosing the products." The 

nurse smiled. 

"Oh, I see." Yu Qi understood. 

Even though it was easy to just shop online, there must be someone like this nurse outside there that 

just loved to go directly to the store and purchased things from the store. 

It was nice to hear the review from her product's users from their mouths. 



Many of the people read the announcement. In fact, many people were aware of rampant fake skincare 

products, so most of them chose to believe Qi Qi's official explanation. Moreover, Qi Qi was willing to 

help its customers to sue the evil producer of the fake Qi Qi. 

However, some of the people, probably hired by the Qi Qi's rival, were unwilling to stop attacking Qi Qi. 

They stated that it was actually Qi Qi's propaganda to increase their sales by selling the fake ones at the 

lower cost and the real ones at a higher cost. 

Yu Qi almost laughed at this stupidity. She did not expect they would twist the word like that. 

Some people believed in them but most of the people, especially Qi Qi's users did not believe it. From 

the start, they knew that Qi Qi's products were expensive. 

Yu Qi also asked Su Yu Hi and Song Tai to check the factory in person. She was afraid if the mastermind 

might send someone there to damage the factory. 

She was already determined to find the mastermind and punish them since they dared to act against 

her. Even though the mastermind had already stopped at this point, their action had triggered every 

action and damaged Qi Qi's reputation. 

Chapter 698 - 698: Fox Mask 

"What are you doing here?" Yu Qi blinked her eyes looking very surprised to see the man in front of him. 

The man walked towards Yu Qi and pulled her in his hug. His head was leaning towards her neck and his 

nose picked up the smell that he had missed so much. 

"I miss you." Long Hui said while he still hugging Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi's face broke into a smile. "I miss you too." 

Long Hui did not want to let her go but sensing that everyone at the parking lot were looking at them, he 

let her go. 

"Have you been waiting for long? Why don't you call me and inform me that you are here? What if I 

have a night shift tonight?" Yu Qi asked several questions non- stop. 

"I will wait until you are finished." Long Hui answered like an idiot. 

Yu Qi sighed. She did not know what to say at this point. 

"Never mind. Let's go home first." Yu Qi said. 

"You can leave your car here." Long Hui said. 

"Okay." Yu Qi did not want to waste their time here anymore. Long Hui must be tired driving all the way 

to Guanying City. 

They entered Long Hui's car. 

"May I invite you to a short date tonight?" Long Hui smiled sweetly to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi's heart was melting. However, she considered about Long Hui's body. "Are you not tired?" 



"Qi Qi, I am not tired. I just want to spend time with you." Long Hui pulled Yu Qi's hand. 

"Okay. Let's have a short date." Yu Qi agreed with Long Hui's invitation. 

Since it just only 7 p.m., they decided to go and had dinner first. As usual, they became an attraction for 

others. Long Hui ignored all of them. His eyes were only on his beloved Qi Qi. 

"Eat a lot." Long Hui put the dish on Yu Qi's bowl. 

"Wait, this is too much." Yu Qi moved her bowl away, stopping Long Hui to fill in her bowl. 

"You eat too little." Long Hui said. 

"It is dinner. It is okay to eat little. It will not be able to digest the food during the night." Yu Qi replied. 

"But we will be exercising later." Long Hui raised his eyebrows. 

"Exercising? What are you talking a..." Yu Qi's eyes widened as she realized what Long Hui wanted to 

say. 

"It is an exercise, right?" Long Hui smirked. 

Yu Qi's face turned to red. She looked around. Luckily they were sitting a little bit far from other 

customers. Otherwise, they would listen to Long Hui's shameless words. 

However, she did not deny that she might need the energy to do that exercise since they definitely 

would do it, not only once but several times. 

Her chopsticks quickly moved back and forward the dish. Long Hui smiled as he saw Yu Qi had started to 

eat a lot. 

"You eat as well. Don't just look at me." Yu Qi glared at Long Hui. 

"Okay, Qi Qi. I also need energy. Otherwise, you will not be satisfied with my performance." Long Hui 

said the shameless thing again. 

Yu Qi almost choked on her food when she heard the sentence. She glared again to Long Hui. This man 

became more shameless after not seeing him for a while. 

After dinner, they went for a walk. There was a night market nearby. Yu Qi never went to this night 

market since she did not have time to go. Since she was on a short date tonight, she wanted to take a 

look with Long Hui. 

Long Hui, of course, did not mind where Yu Qi wanted to go. The most important thing to him, that he 

would spend time with his beloved Qi Qi. 

When they stepped in the night market, they would see there were a lot of people buying things. They 

were selling many things, like food, clothes, shoes, bags and others. 

Yu Qi did not mean to buy anything. However, when they passed the stall that was selling the masks, Yu 

Qi was interested to stop and look at the mask. 

"Brother Hui, let's take a look at this stall." Yu Qi pulled Long Hui's hand and went to the stall. 



There were a lot of masks. Too many designs. One mask took Yu Qi's interest. It was a black fox mask. It 

looked very cool. She took the mask and put in front of Long Hui's face. 

"Hmm... Looks cool. Mister, do you have a white version of this mask?" Yu Qi asked the owner. n-

(O𝚟𝓮𝐋𝓑In 

"Of course, we have it. Wait a minute." The owner went inside his store. The next moment he came 

back with a white fox mask. "Here." He handed out the mask to Yu Qi. 

"Great." Yu Qi took the mask. She placed the black and white fox mask side by side. 

"Looks like a couple like us." Yu Qi commented while nodding. "Mister, I will buy these two masks. How 

much for these two masks." She asked the owner. 

The owner stated the price. Yu Qi wanted to take her money out but someone beat her. Long Hui had 

already placed his money on the owner's hand. 

Yu Qi just smiled sweetly to Long Hui. "Lean over your head to me." 

Long Hui followed her order. Yu Qi then put on the black fox mask on Long Hui's face. 

"Done." Yu Qi said and watched him. "Even with this mask, I still can tell that you are very good looking 

one." She praised him. 

Chapter 699 - 699: After A Short Date Part 1 

Yu Qi put the white mask on her face. "Now, we are well matched." 

"You are also beautiful with the mask on." Long Hui's turn to praise Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi giggled. They continued to walk around the night market. A lot of them were watching them. They 

did not care about it. Yu Qi felt like that because Long Hui already wore the mask and anyone could not 

see this face. 

They did not buy anything since nothing was caught on their eyes. Still, it was an enjoyable walk. 

"I read the news." Long Hui suddenly said that. 

"News?" Yu Qi titled her head. 

"Yeah. Your business." Long Hui nodded. 

"Oh, that fake product news." Yu Qi realized that Long Hui was talking about that. 

"Need help?" Long Hui asked, offering his help. 

"For the time being, no. If something happens that I can not handle, I will definitely ask for your help." 

Yu Qi smiled. 

Long Hui smiled. It was hard when having a capable girlfriend like her. 

"You already have a plan to counter that?" Long Hui asked more. 

"Of course." Yu Qi put an arrogant look on her face. 



"Just be careful." Long Hui hit Yu Qi's forehead. 

"Ouch."Yu Qi automatically rubbed her forehead. 

Long Hui panicked. He thought that he just hit her forehead gently. He probably did not control his 

power just now. 

"Qi Qi, is that hurt so much? I'm sorry." Long Hui checked his beloved Qi Qi's forehead. 

Yu Qi smirked. "I think if you kiss it, it will feel better." 

"Really?" At this point, Long Hui already became an idiot. 

He believed what his beloved Qi Qi said to him. So, he kissed her forehead gently afraid that he would 

hurt her for the second time. 

"Is it okay?" Long Hui asked nervously. 

Yu Qi already giggled. "Brother Hui, I'm just joking. You are very cute and I like it." 

"You are just joking?" Long Hui asked. 

"Yeah. It does not hurt that much." Yu Qi said. 

"And I'm very cute?" Long Hui asked again. Right now with a restrained voice. 

Yu Qi did not sense it, nodded clueless. "Yeah." 

"Ho... Ho... Ho... We will settle about that later." Long Hui smirked evilly to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi realized that she had dug up her own grave. She gulped. 

..... 

"We need to settle something, right?" Long Hui grinned as he looked down at Yu Qi who was laying on 

the bed. He had just took bath. 

They were currently in Yu Qi's space after returning from their short date. n-)𝓸/-𝗏-)𝗲.(𝑳/)𝓑//1(.n 

Yu Qi was grinning sillyly. She knew that she could not escape from this. 

Long Hui slowly got up onto the bed. 

"I am really glad that you have this space since the time flow is very slow in this space when compared 

to the outside world. We can enjoy our making love longer than other couple does, right?" Long Hui said 

in the playful tone. 

Yu Qi nodded shyly. Long Hui did not wait for long. He quickly attacked Yu Qi's mouth and intruded into 

her mouth. His tongue caught her tongue and they were dancing together. 

"Why are you wearing something? We are going to take off them too." Long Hui glanced at the pajama 

that she had been wearing. 

"But..." Yu Qi could not continued as her mouth had been covered by Long Hui. 



Long Hui covered her mouth with his own and kissed her until Yu Qi forgot what she was going to say. 

She held on to his arm and could feel his hard muscles. After she had been kissed senseless, he sat up 

and began to undress her. Thank goodness, the clothes were very easy to remove. 

Even though Long Hui had already seen her without her clothes before, but she was still felt very shy. 

She ended up covering her b.r.e.a.s.ts with her arm. 

"Don't cover it. Let me see..." Long Hui said. 

Yu Qi slowly exposed herself to him. She was nude except for her panties. She could hear him breathing 

hard. The look on his face made her shivered. She could see that Long Hui licked his lips. 

He reached for her b.r.e.a.s.t and started fondling them. "You are mine." 

She m.o.a.ned. "Yes. I'm yours." 

Long Hui leaned down and sucked on of her b.r.e.a.s.ts, making her gasp and m.o.a.ned again. His hand 

reached to another b.r.e.a.s.t and played the n.i.p.p.l.e. Her n.i.p.p.l.es were already hard. he sucked 

even bitting the n.i.p.p.l.es playfully. 

"Oh, Hui... Please more...." 

"Alright, as you request, my beloved." Right now, Long Hui already slipped down to his beloved Qi Qi's 

secret place. He parted her legs to get access to that place. 

"As usual, the view is beautiful." Long Hui commented. 

The response that he got was the entrance of her secret place twitched. 

"It respond to me very well." Long Hui said. "I will reward it." 

She shivered at his words. Feeling both shy and excited at the same time. Then she could feel his tongue 

touched his 'charm point' gently. He then licked her secret place. 

"AH.... Ah.... AH..." It was like an electric shock when he licked her secret place. 

His mouth glistened with her juices. It made him licked more and more. Sometimes he sucked her 

'charm point' hard. Then his tongue entered her and she was completely lost within the overwhelming 

sensations assaulting her body. 

"AH!!! Yu Qi pulled Long Hui closer to her secret place as her back formed a beautiful arch. She was 

c.u.m.m.i.n.g so hard. 

Chapter 700 - 700: After A Short Date Part 2 

Her chest was going up and up. Long Hui stopped for a minute giving Yu Qi some time to relax before he 

continued again. After a while, he continued again by rubbing Yu Qi's 'charm point'. 

"More... I want more..." Yu Qi faintly voiced her will. 

"Alright, my love." Long Hui attacked her 'charm point' again with his tongue. 



To make it even better, she could feel a finger had entered and curled inside her wet heat. Then the 

finger moved in and out. Even more, the licking was not stopping at all. The sensations intensified when 

the second finger joined in. 

The second orgasm came. She screamed Long Hui's name as her secret place released even more juice. 

Her chest was going up and down as she tried to calm down after the orgasm. 

Long Hui also stopped for a moment and gave time for his beloved Qi Qi to calm down. 

"Are you okay?" Long Hui caressed Yu Qi's cheek. 

"Hmm...." Yu Qi answered. 

Long Hui smiled as he was satisfied with making his beloved Qi Qi orgasm. However, he then felt his 

view rotated down to up. Her beloved Qi Qi was currently sitting on his stomach pressing down his 

chest. n-)𝓸/-𝗏-)𝗲.(𝑳/)𝓑//1(.n 

"I want you to feel the same pleasure as mine." Yu Qi licked her own lips while looking so seductively at 

Long Hui. 

"I am waiting for it." Long Hui narrowed his eyes. 

Yu Qi without wasting any time began to kiss Long Hui's lips. She also let her tongue entered Long Hui's 

mouth and played with it. Long Hui replied aggressively to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi released Long Hui's mouth. Her kisses then travel down to Long Hui's neck. She was licking, biting 

and sucking. Leaving her marks on the trace. That did not stop there. 

She went down to his chest. As she wanted him to feel the same as her, she began to lick Long Hui's 

n.i.p.p.l.e. 

Even though men should not be feeling on that area, Long Hui indeed felt pleasure as his beloved Qi Qi 

licked and sucked his n.i.p.p.l.es. 

After spent time licking there, Yu Qi finally arrived at the main place. She was narrowing her eyes as she 

looked at the hard and strong Long Hui's 'little brother.' While she was looking at it, she unconsciously 

licked her lips own. 

When Long Hui saw that, he felt like his beloved Qi Qi was licking his 'little brother'. He was excited to 

see the actual play to begin. 

At first, Yu Qi only poked on the top of Long Hui's 'little brother'. She was poking several times and she 

was happily playing with it. 

Long Hui did feel the pleasure of having his beloved Qi Qi poking his 'little brother'. He was hissing when 

Yu Qi was doing so. 

Yu Qi slowly grabbed Long Hui's 'little brother'. It was very hard. She moved to the next step. Licking. 

She slowly licked the 'little brother' like she was licking a popsicle. 

"Hmm..." Long Hui let some sounds from his mouth. 



Hearing Long Hui's m.o.a.n, Yu Qi became more and more excited about working on Long Hui's 'little 

brother'. She began to swallow Long Hui's 'little brother'. However, it was not fully fit in Yu Qi's mouth 

because it was too big and long. 

Her hands also played with Long Hui's balls. She was squeezing the balls. And she could hear the m.o.a.n 

came from Long Hui. 

"Ah... Qi Qi..." Long Hui called Yu Qi's name in pleasure. 

Yu Qi speeded up the things. Licking, swallowing and squeezing, she worked at the same time. Long Hui 

held his beloved Qi Qi's head as his h.i.p.s moved up and down entering Yu Qi's mouth. The pace 

became more and faster. 

Then, not long after that, Long Hui let out his creamy milk on Yu Qi's mouth. "AHHH!!!" A lot of them 

had been shot into Yu Qi's mouth. 

Yu Qi coughed. Long Hui quickly held Yu Qi. 

"Are you okay?" Long Hui asked worriedly about his beloved Qi Qi. 

"Yeah. It is just hard to swallow all of it." Yu Qi said. 

"You can just not swallow it." Long Hui was worried when he saw his beloved Qi Qi coughed like that. 

"It is not every time that I swallow your s.e.m.e.n. But I do prefer you to release them inside my other 

mouth." Yu Qi looked seductively at Long Hui. 

Long Hui blinked his eyes as he looked at the little seductress in front of him. She surely looked very 

s.e.xy as his excess s.e.m.e.n on the left side of her lips. His 'little brother' was going hard again. 

Yu Qi noticed that Long Hui's 'little brother' began to stand up again. She then pushed Long Hui back on 

the bed. Long Hui fell on the bed. 

Yu Qi grabbed Long Hui's 'little brother' once again and started to move up and down. Long Hui felt the 

pleasure as he let the m.o.a.n out. 

Feeling his 'little brother' was hard enough, Yu Qi positioned her secret place's entrance at Long Hui's 

'little brother'. She slowly let his 'little brother' to enter her secret place. 

Yu Qi could feel that her 'inside' had expanded to receive his 'little brother' until the sight of his 'little 

brother' had fully disappeared. 

"Ahh..." Yu Qi's head was looking up feeling the pleasure of just having Long Hui's 'little brother' inside 

her. 

 


